Dear colleagues,

Please see below updates for the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine research community on the response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

**Resumption of In-Person Research Activities**

The Office of Research is continuing to review new resumption requests as well as revisions to previously approved requests. Final formal approval is issued by the BU Office of Research. Please review the [Research Recovery Toolkit](#) for details on this process.

**Current Status:**

- 20 requests for resumption of in-person research activities from 17 PIs have been approved.
- 127 individuals are currently approved for on-campus or field research activities. All have completed or are in the process of completing the GSDM COVID-19 training for researchers.
- 20 requests to revise original research resumption plans or personnel lists have been approved and one is pending.

**New NIH COVID-19 Research Website**


**Funding Opportunities**

The [BU Research Support website](#) includes links to COVID-19 research announcements, and this page is updated on a regular basis.
I encourage you to contact the GSDM Research office if you have questions or if there is any support that you need.
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